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HYPOELLIPTICITY ON CAUCHY-RIEMANN MANIFOLDS

JOHANNES A. PETERSEN

Abstract. Using a recent homotopy formula by Trêves, it is shown that the

existence of iq + l)-dimensional holomorphic supporting manifolds is a suf-

ficient condition for the hypoellipticity on level q and n - q of a tangential

Cauchy-Riemann complex of CR-dimension n . In the hypersurface case, this

result is given microlocally.

Introduction

It is known that a CR-structure on a manifold Jf is tf-hypoelliptic (see

Definition 2.1), provided its Levi form is nondegenerate and has at least q +

1 eigenvalues of each sign (see [HI, 2, He, FS, §17]). In the present work

we show that the nondegeneracy of the Levi form is not essential and give a

sufficient condition for hypoellipticity which can do without that assumption.

The condition on the signs of the eigenvalues of the Levi form is replaced by

its geometrical generalization, namely, the existence of holomorphic supporting
manifolds tangent to the local embedding X c Cm of J(.

The main tool which we shall use to prove our theorems comes from [T3].

It is an adaptation of the Bochner-Martinelli-Koppelmann homotopy formulas

to CR-structures. These formulas allow us to handle the tangential Cauchy-

Riemann operator d^ roughly speaking as follows: we can write u = Kd-¿u '+

dsAM+error terms, and from there, under the assumption that d-¿u is a smooth

form, prove that u is smooth (modulo coboundaries). Of course, to do this we

shall need to assume certain properties of the kernel A, which in turn will
depend on the geometry of X.

We remark that Nagel and Rosay (1989) have shown that unfortunately exact

homotopy formulas do not exist in general.

For the convenience of the reader, we shall begin_by restating carefully a

homotopy formula with error terms for the operator dx, which has proven in

[T3]. The main ingredient is a differential form Ea related to the fundamental

solution of the Laplacian, which we define in §1.2. The formula given here has

two error terms, one of which vanishes under certain conditions (specified in

§1.3) and the other turns out to be benign.

We then turn to the question of hypoellipticity. The definition used here is the

natural one, that is, we call dj, tf-hypoelliptic if for any current v of bidegree

(0, q) the smoothness of d£v implies that v is cohomologous to a smooth
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616 J. A. PETERSEN

form. In §2, we investigate the case of codimension one and define a condition

for the real hypersurface X which guarantees the hypoellipticity of öx. The

condition is not dependent on the nondegeneracy of the Levi form. It is slightly

less general than the condition given in [T3, Definition III.2.2] but geometrically

simpler. We prove that d% is tf-hypoelliptic if X allows (q + 1 )-dimensional

holomorphic supporting manifolds on both sides. Half of this hypothesis also

yields half of the conclusion, namely the microlocal hypoellipticity of <?i in one

part of the characteristic set. The proof of Theorem 2.7 relies on the homotopy

formula as well as on a technical lemma, Lemma 2.9, bridging the gap between
geometry and analysis, and another analytical result, Lemma 2.14. The latter

has been proven in [T3], and we outline the proof here for completeness.

Finally, in the last section, we try to make things work without any restrictions

on the codimension of X in C" . We were not able to do this microlocally,

because boundary terms pop up in the transformation of the integrals in Lemma

3.13 if we integrate only over subsets of Rd. Our theorem therefore yields

hypoellipticity only if, roughly speaking, X has some convexity in all directions

o £ S¿_i. Theorem 3.4 also applies in the case of a degenerate Levi form and

thanks to Proposition 3.3 it generalizes a result by Trêves (loe. cit., hypothesis

III.4.1 ). In the proof we follow as closely as possible the arguments given before
in the hypersurface case.

Notations. >, < strict inequality, with an obvious exception (cf. (2.8),

(3.4)),

g       open subset,

eg       relatively compact open subset,

i^'(X, A)       currents on X, defined above the open set f¿.

In §§2 and 3 however, ft will be shrunk a finite number of times and

then elements of &'(L, A) are meant to be germs at 0.
3t'(Y,, Ap'q)        (germs of) currents of bidegree (p, q) defined near 0

on X,
Re w , Imw        real and imaginary part of w ,

S~°°(ft)'       symbols of regularizing operators (cf. [TI, p. 31]),

{*) ■= yJY?]=i °2,
H (a)       Heaviside function,

F£X = {t£ Cm\dr\P(t) = 0}        complex tangent space of X = {r = 0}

at P.

1. A HOMOTOPY FORMULA FOR CAUCHY-RIEMANN STRUCTURES

1.1. Preliminaries. Let 1 < n < m and let Jf be a differentiable manifold

of dimension m + n , carrying a CR-structure given by the functions

z : JÍ —► Cm ;    (x, y, s) i-> x + iy,

w : J? —► Cd ;    (x, y, s) *-> s + iq>(x, y, s).

We assume d = m-n , and ^/-»R'' is smooth with tp(0) = 0, dtp(0) = 0.

The map p := (z, w) : Jf —» Cm is called a fine local embedding of Jf. Then
def

the submanifold X = p(J£) of Cm is parametrized locally by (z, s). We shall

always assume (z, s) £ ft an open neighbourhood of zero in C" x Rd, but
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henceforth we shall write ft only when we want to emphasize the fact that the

whole discussion is local; otherwise we shall write X.

The tangent structure bundle on Jt is generated by vector fields L¡ orthog-

onal to the forms dz¡, dwk , for I < j < n , 1 < k < d. Let us put

,        fdtpi        d<pd\ .. .     a    ( d d \
^ = {dï]—df])' «*='(*i.-.*.>■ d° = {ds-i>->drd)>

and

ws = (l + itps)=(ôk + i^)
V osi / \<k,i<d

Then we can choose the vector fields

(1.1) Lj = — - i'fs '(I + itps)~x 'ds,     for 1 < ; < n.
0 Z j

The tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator is defined as

(1.2) V/^'(I,A)   dzf=fJ2dzjALjf.
;=i

Let 0 < q < n . We are interested in currents / of bidegree (m, q) on X.

Remark 1.1. Each current / e &'(£, Am'q) can be written in the form / =

YL\j\=q fj(z> s)d~zj Adz Adw . Its exterior derivative is then equal to

n

df= YjY. Ljff dJJ A dlJ ^dzAdw= dzf £ &'(!,, Am>«+1).
\J\=qj=l

All commutators [L,, Lj] are zero.

We introduce the following notation. J = (jx, ... , jv+x) shall denote an

ordered subset of [l, ... , n) of length \J\ = v + I. J* is its complement,

naturally ordered.

Let a: ftz,s x ftzi jSi x (Rd)a —> C„ be a smooth map. Let d, d' be the

exterior derivatives on ftZtS, ftz< tS< respectively, and D:=d + d' the exterior

derivative on ft xft. We put Daj := Da^ A • ■ ■ A Daji/+i , where

»•-±{%,'«+--+%«y%*+%'>

£C°°(ft xft xRd,Ax).

It is the freedom of choice of this map a that will make our proofs work later

on.

Let L'j be the analogue of Lj in the prime variables (cf. (1.4)).

Remark 1.2. Whatever the ordered set J, for all j £ J and for all z, s, z',

5', a we have, modulo dz' A dw' Adz A dw , the following identities:

Daj = £"=1 LjOj dli + L'flj dl\,

D(Daj\j) = 0,
D(io[s -s' + itp(z, 5) - itp(z', s')]) = 0.

We still need some more notation. In all that follows we assume z, z' £

fi ç C" ; 5, s' £ ^ § Rd .  The integrals over ef := Q x ¥ c ft shall be
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calculated in the prime-variables z', s' and we make the following convention

about the sign:

/ fj(z', s')dz' A dz' A dw' A d~zjx A dzj2 A dwJ}
Je

^f(_l)(»«+n)-(^il+|/2l+|/3l)

• I / fj(z', s') dz~' A dz' A dw' j d~z^ A dzj2 A dwj}.

In other words, we suppose the primed forms d~z ' A dz' A dw' to be on the right

side before doing the integration. While speaking of the sign: we suppose C" is

oriented in such a way that the volume form is dV = dxx AdyxA- ■ -AdxnAdyn =

(-l)®(2i)-"dzAdz.

We shall write e//* n,, eJj ̂ j, etc. e {1, -1} for the sign of the permuta-

tions (1, ... , n) r-r JJ*, J r-r jj\j etc. respectively. To shorten the formulas

we use A:=(z- z'), DA := DXX A • • • A DX„ , DÂj := Dl,, A • • • A DXjv+],  etc.

1.2.   The formula.   We shall need the Newtonian potential. We write

Vi<;<«Vo<,<„-i    if >W := (-1H« - v - l)!|¿¡¿by

and define a form Ea = Ea(z, s, z', s', o) in

C°°(ft xft\{z = z'}xRd, A2""1) n L\oc(ft x ft x Rd , A2""1)

as follows:
n-l

(1.3)        Ea:=Y^   £   Y.^^iCn^WDa^ADJj.ADX.
v=0\J\=v+lj€J

As before, we assume 0 < q < n and rf = Çl x ¿7~ c$ ft <z Cn x Rd .

Definition 1.3. Let us write [•••] for [s - s' + itp(z, s) - itp(z', s')] in the

following equations. For a current f(z', s') = 2~l\j\=q fj(z' > s')d~z'jAdz'Adw' £

3t'(L,Am-i) we set

^'vf(z,s,o) := (2in)-* f eia[-x+a^-^f(z', s') AEa Adw ,

¿¡?dyf(z,s,o):=(2i7i)-" [   e^-x+a^^f(z',s')AEaAdw,
Jdtf

Myf(z ,s,o):= (2in)-"(-l)d [ eia[- ]+«(*-*')/(z', s') A Da A DA Adw,

S'fj(z,s, o) := (-\){n?) [ ei«lss'+irtz,s)-iriz,s')]fJ(Zi s')det(l + itps)ds'.

J?
We note that 3%?f £ 3S'(fL, Am><?_1), and in particular 3£fff = 0 in the case
q = 0. The currents 3T0t9f', Mâf and S'f belong to 2'ÇL, Am-9).

Theorem 1.4 (Bochner-Martinelli-Koppelman-Trèves). Let 0 < q < n . For any

differential form f = E\j\=qfj dz'j A dz' A dw' eC'(I,An'?), the following

identity holds:

j>?f = d((-iyj?^f) + (-iY+xJtydf+ma^f+(-iy5?^f.

For a proof of this formula, see [T3] or [P].
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1.3. The error term. Still following [T3], we now give a condition that guar-

antees the vanishing of the error term in our homotopy formula. Let us recall

the notation (1.1) and put

(1.4) L'j -=^=r-i '<Pi> '(1 + *>*<)"' % ,     for 1 < j < n.

Theorem 1.5. Let 0 < q < n and again f = 2~l\j\=<¡ fj dz'j A dz' A dw' £

3PÇL, Am<«). If rank(L;-fl/) < q or rank^a,-) <n-q, then 3¿^'<pf = 0.

Proof. 3t&f is of the form Y^\j\=q J<?efj dz'j A dz' A dw' A Da A dz A dw

where the efj are functions. By Remark 1.2 we can replace Da = AJJ=1 Dak

by Afe=i Ylnj=i(LjCikdz~j + Üjüicdlj). But in the integral over cf we need q

terms in dzj and n - q terms in dz'j. Up to signs, we therefore have

&"f =Y<Y.[lefJ det(L'jak)jeJ',keK' dz' A dz' A dw)
\J\=q\K\=qyJ^ J

• det(Ljak)jçJtk€Kd~zK AdzAdw.

Our hypothesis implies that each term in this sum is zero.   D

2. The case of a real hypersurface X in C"+1

2.1. The problem. We want to study the local hypoellipticity of the CR-
structure on JÍ in the case of codimension d = 1. As before we use the

local embedding p and work with the real hypersurface p(Jt) = X c Cn+X.

Let q be another integer and, from now on, let 3¡'{L, An+1<?) denote the

set of germs of currents of bidegree (n + 1, q) defined at the point 0 € X. The

goal of this section is to find sufficient conditions for the structure to satisfy the

following property.

Definition 2.1. <3Z is called q-hypoelliptic if for all v £ @'(L, A"+1'9) the
following holds: dzv smooth => 3u £ 3t'CL, A"+1 >i~l) suchthat v — d^u is

smooth. (We put An+X 'q = 0 if q < 0 or q > n .)

Remark. Sf'-local solvability in dimension q implies ^-hypoellipticity.

Example. Let X = {Im w = 0} be a hyperplane and f = J2fj d~zj Adz A dw £
2'(2Z,An+x>i). Then dz is given by

n n,   r

dzf = £ £ rT^ d^j A d^J Adz Adw.
7=1 1/1=9     Zj

Let v = \zx\dzx A dz A dw e ^'(X, A"+1,1). Then we have djft> smooth

(zero!) although v is not. But v is exact, namely v = dj.(2(zx\zx\dz Adw).

In fact, for any 1 < q < n, di is <?-hypoelliptic since for any current v =

f(z, s) dfzj Adz A dw , we can use the Cauchy formula to solve duo/dz~jl = /

and write, letting I := J \jx, u = uo dl~¡ Adz A dw , such that

djM = v + £ —=^ dlj A d~z¡ Adz A dw.

j i J     '
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The duo/d'Zj are smooth once d-¡¿v is smooth.

On the other hand, dz is not 0-hypoelliptic, because if v = \s\ dz Adw then

we have d^v = 0, while v is not cohomologous to a smooth form.

2.2. Microlocalisation. The characteristic set F° of the CR-structure on Jt

is the subset of T*Jt \ 0 where the symbol of the operator dz vanishes. By

(1.1)—(1.2) we have

F° = Char dz

= {(z,s, C, <J)|(C, o) Í (0, 0), V,=1 ,...,„ symb'' = 0},
(2.1)

where

symb^r-i^(z,5)1 + ^(z>5).

By Sato's theorem (cf. [TI, p. 70] or [H2, Theorem 8.3.1]), for all q, dz_is

<7-hypoelliptic outside of this set, i.e., for all germs of currents v we have d%v

smooth => 3w such that WF(w - dzu) c T°. We want to find under which

conditions 9x is g-hypoelliptic inside F°.
We remark that F° is of rank d = 1 and V(z, s, Ç, a) £ T° we have

fj^O.

Definition 2.2. Let us suppose an orientation for F° has been chosen such that

we can write F° =: {a > 0} U {o < 0} . We shall call the operator dz

• q-hypoelliptic+ if for all v e ü?'(X, A"+1,9) one has the following im-

plication: d£U smooth => 3u £ 3>'(2Z, A"+1«_1) such that WF(d - d^u) is

contained in the negative part {o < 0} of the characteristic set F° .

• q-hypoelliptic" if each germ of current v £ 3?'(L, An+X'q) with d^v

smooth is cohomologous to a smooth germ in the negative part {a < 0} of the

characteristic set.

Remark 2.3. No matter what orientation for F° has been chosen, dz is q-

hypoelliptic if and only if it is both <7-hypoelliptic+ and g-hypoelliptic- .

Proof.  =>• is trivial, •$= follows from Sato's theorem.

2.3. The geometry of X. We shall always assume 0 < q < n . (Otherwise dz

would be trivially g-hypoelliptic.) Let /A: Cqx x X -» Cn+X be a smooth map,

holomorphic in x, such that, for all Pel, (0, P) >-> P and dx\/A\(0,p) is
def

of maximal rank. If furthermore the manifolds /Ap = {/A(x, P)\x gC'} are

tangent to X at P for all points of X, then we shall call {/AP}P(zz a family of

holomorphic supporting manifolds of dimension q .

We shall assume that the manifolds AP stay strictly on one side of the hyper-

surface X, touching it only at the point P. But as long as q + q' <n, X could

allow holomorphic supporting manifolds of dimension q on one side and of

dimension q' on the other side simultaneously.

Example. X = {(z, w) £ C3|Imii; = |zi|2-|z2|2} admits one-dimensional

holomorphic supporting manifolds on both sides. In fact, the map

/A: C x X -> C3 ;     (x, z, w) i-> (x + zx, z2, 2ïzxx + w)

defines curves below X :

V/>=(r.«oeiVjcec Im{2/z,x + w}<\x + zx\2 - \z2\2.
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Figure 1

Similarly, the holomorphic curves in x defined by

/A: C x X -» C3 ;    (x, z, w) <-> (zx, x + z2, -2tz2x + w)

remain above X.

At the end of the present section, hopefully the reader will be convinced of

the following result:

Theorem 2.4. // X admits holomorphic supporting manifolds of dimension q + 1

on both sides, then the operator dz is q-hypoelliptic and (n - q)-hypoelliptic.

In the case of the preceding example, this theorem says that every distribution

u(z, s) solving the system

,yy\ dzlu-izidsu = smooth}

dj2u + izfdsu = smooth/

is smooth. This result is well known (first proven in [HI, 2], also see [FS, He]),

and we shall come back to it. Theorem 2.4 is a special case of the following

one, which will distinguish between the two sides of X and give a microlocal

conclusion. We want to use the words "above" and "below" exactly as we did

in the example, i.e., for any hypersurface given in coordinates such that X =

{Im w = <p(z, Re w)} with p(0) = 0, d<p(0) = 0, let us agree to measure the

height by the coordinate Im w .

Definition 2.5. The hypersurface X = {(z, w) £ C"+I|Im w = tp(z,Rew)}

is called q-holoconcave up if there exists a family {/A/>}/>ei of ^-dimensional

holomorphic supporting manifolds underneath it, i.e., such that for all P' £

X and for all (z,w) £ /A/»- Im w<tp(z, Re w). Similarly, X is called q-

holoconcave down if v>6J:V(z>u,)€/Aj„ Im w>tp(z, Re w). See Figure 1.

In place of an example, let us assume X to be rigid and put q = 1. We then

get the following result.

Proposition 2.6. A rigid hypersurface X = {z, w) £ C"+1|Im w = tp(z)} is 1-

holoconcave up (down) if for all P = (z,w) £ X the function C -> R; x i->

tp(zx + x, z2, ... , z„) is convex (concave).

Proof. Since dr\P=dw/2i-^"=l dZjtp\zdzi, the holomorphic curve /AP(x):=

(zx+x, z2, ... , zn,w + 2ixdz¡ tp\z) is contained in the complex tangent space

F£X. By hypothesis, we have "ix€C<p(z)+2Re{xdZxtp\z}<q)(zx+x, z2, ... , zn).

Ap therefore remains below X.   D

Examples. 1. For any v £ N, X = {(z, w) £ C3|Imi/j = \zx\2v - |z2|2"} is

1-holoconcave up and 1-holoconcave down.
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2. X = {(z, w) £ C3\Imw = \zx - Z23|2} is 1-holoconcave up. In fact,

by letting z(u) := (ux + m23 , uf) we can define the holomorphic supporting

manifolds from below as

/A: C x X-» C3;     (x, z(u), w) \-* (z(«i + x, uf), w + 2ixduftp o z)\u).

We remark that in these examples the Levi form of the structure is degenerate

at the origin.

2.4.   The theorem.

Theorem 2.7. Let 0 < q < n and let X be a real hypersurface of C"+x . Then

the characteristic set T° can be oriented in such a way that the following im-

plications hold: If X is q-holoconcave down, then dz is q'-hypoellipticf_and

(n - q')-hypoelliptic~ , for all q' < q. If X w q-holoconcave up, then dz is

q'-hypoelliptic" and (n - q')-hypoelliptic+ as long as q' < q.

Example (n = 2). X = {(z, w) £ C3|Imu; = |zj|2 + |z2|2} is 2-holoconcave

up. Consider once more the Lewy vector fields

Lj := o~j - izjds,      for ; = 1, 2.

Assume vx , w2 are distributions defined near P £ C2 x R. If Lii>2 -L2i>i is

smooth, then the theorem yields a distribution u suchthat Vj-LjU is smooth in

some neighbourhood of P, for j: = 1, 2. Moreover, if both Lxv and L2u are

smooth for a distribution v , then the theorem says that WFd c {a > 0} , and

for an arbitrary distribution v and any point P there always exist distributions

ux , U2, so that near P the wave front of v - LXU2 + L2ux is contained in the

negative part of the characteristic set.

Corollary 2.8. Let I, be a l-holoconcave up (down) real hypersurface in C"+x.
Provided the characteristic set has the right orientation, the following holds true:

If u £ 3t'(L) is a distribution such that dzu is smooth, then WFw is contained

in the positive (negative) part of the characteristic set.

Examples (n = 2). 1. X = {(z, w) £ C3|Imw = Iz^2" - \z2\2u}. Let / =
u(z, s) dz A dw . Then

dzf = ((dztu - iuzi\zi\2v-2dsu)dzi

+ (dj2u + wz2\z2\2,/~2dsu)dz2) Adz Adw .

The corollary says that each solution of the system (2.2) is smooth. One of

these equations by itself allows nonsmooth solutions, however. For

U(Z , S) := lim T—r-:-rj-r
sio 27i(i5 - |zi|2 - e)

we have dj^u- izxdsu = 0 and u is not smooth in the plane {zi =5 = 0}.

But since u = y-x(e-\z^aH(o)) we see that WFii c [o > 0}.

2. X = {(z, w) £ C3|Imu; = |zi - z23|2}. Here q>z¡ = (zx - z23), <pl2 =

-3z~22(zx - z23). The theorem says that each distribution u(z, s) solving the

system

dj,u - i(zx - z23)dsu = smooth 1

dj2u + 3iz\(zx - z23)dsu = smooth]
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is smooth in the negative part of the characteristic set. Similarly, each current

u £ 3¡'(fL, A2'2) solving (2.3) is cohomologous to a smooth form in {rj > 0}.

3. Let us also look at a nonrigid example. Assume y/(s) is a differentiable
real-valued function which takes the value 1 at the origin. Let p , v be pos-

itive integers and a, b be real numbers with ab > 0. Suppose u(z, s) is a

distribution in C2 x R such that

dj^u- iazx\zxf~xip(s)dsu = smooth,

<%,« + ibz2\zf\~ x\p(s)dsu = smooth.

Then the corollary asserts that u is smooth.

In fact, the two vector fields define the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator

on the manifold

X = {(z, w) £ C3| Imw = a\zx\2x - b\z2\2v + yt(s)}

where the function y/ is given by the equations y/'(s) = l/y/(s) - 1, ^(0) = 0

in a neighbourhood of the origin. X is 1-holoconcave up and 1-holoconcave
down.

2.5. Proof. Let us assume X = {(z, w) £ Cn+X\lmw = tp(z, Rew)} is q-

holoconcave up. In other words, we suppose the existence of a smooth map

A: Cf x X -» C+1 ; (0, P') i-> P', holomorphic in x, such that dx/A\o is of
maximal rank q and v>€£ the ^-manifold /AP, = {/A(x, P')} remains below
X:

(2.4) V^gï VxeC.    Im/An+X (x, P')<q>(A(x, P'), Re /An+X(x, P')),

where A denotes the first n components of /A.

We need to show that under the hypotheses dz is (n - #')-hypoelliptic+ ,

for all q' < q, but it suffices to do this for q' = q - 1 because our hypothesis

gets weaker as q decreases. Now let / = Yl\j\=n-q+i fj(z > s) d~zj Adz A dw £

3f'(l, An+1'"-*+1) be a current of bidegree (n + 1, n - q + 1) such that d~zf
is smooth. We claim that / is cohomologous to a smooth form in the positive

part {a > 0} of the characteristic set.
Before we begin the proof, let us recall that always z , z'eiî, s, s' £ ff,

and 0 = Q x 3~ ce ft c R2n+1.

These neighbourhoods of the origin will be shrunk as necessary during the

proof. We shall continue to write, abusing notation, X instead of p(ft). We

shall always write P = (z, w) = (z, s + itp(z, s)) and P' = (z', w') = (z', s' +

itp(z', s')) SX.

First step: Reduction to a Cx-form. Let

and recall the definition of Lx, ... , Ln . The operator AL = L\ + ■ ■ ■ + L2
commutes with all Lfs and is elliptic (as long as we are close to zero). By

distribution theory, we can write fj = Affj (mod C°°) with fj £ C'(X),
provided the number A is big enough. Since we assume that, for all /,

Yj{j\uj=]Ljfj — Yl&lLjfj is smooth, we must have Y,Ljfj smooth.  It is

therefore sufficient to prove our theorem for the C'-form /.

Henceforth we shall assume that /eC'(I, a»+1-"-«+1) .
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Second step: Construction of a and p. Let P' be an arbitrary point on the real

hypersurface X. Our holoconvexity hypothesis will give us a full complex sup-

porting manifold for X, i.e., a complex hypersurface in C"+1, YP< := {(z, w) £

C"+1|u; = w' + H(z, P')} below X, which does not touch X anywhere except

in P'. We shall have enough information about the function H to deduce the
following

Lemma 2.9. There exist maps a: ft xft —* Cn and p: ft xft —> C such

that Rep = 1, for all points P, P' £ X Im{p[w — w' — ia(z - z')]}>0 and
rank(L j a i)¡< i j<n <n-q.

Example (n = 2, q = 1). For tp = \zx\2 - |z2|2 it is possible to choose a =

(2~z\, -2z2) and p = I + i(s -s' + 2Im{z'1z1 +~z2z'2}).

Let P' = (z', w') £ X be an arbitrary point. We first manufacture a complex

hypersurface L>< c C"+1 below X using the ^--manifolds /AP for P moving

along an (n - <7)-manifold /A*p, c X transverse to /A/»/.

After renumbering the z-coordinates, we can assume the matrix dx/Ax'~'q\o

is invertible. We recall that w' = s' + itp(z', s') and write z = (z(1), z(2)) e

C x C"-".
We define for y = (yq+x, ... ,yn) £ C"~q

i(Pim(z',s')  ,_

(2.6)

s*(y):=s' -2Re{    YzmK( Y 'ty-z'(2))
V   ' 11 + ltps(z' , 5') {2}'

+ 2Re<^      Yl     cjk(z',s')(yj-z-'j)(yk-rk)
(q+i<j,k<n

with

(   ,      ,s _   i<Pss<Pz,<Plk - (1 + Í<Ps)(<Pszi<Pzk + <Pslk<P-z,) - (1 + J<Ps)2<Plj-2

C^Z>S)- (1+itPsf

and

/A*P, : C"-q - X;    y -> (z'{l), y, s* + itp(z'(X) ,y,s*)).

Note that /Ap,(z,'2)) = P'. We define now the complex hypersurface Lp< :=

Upe/A* I^-p ■ From the construction, we see that Lp* lies underneath X and

touches it at precisely the points P £ /A*p,.

Example,  tp = |zi|2 - |z2|2, s*(y) = s' - 2Im{z2y}. (Here the second deriva-

tives are zero.)

The idea is to bend LP* away from X along /A*P,. In order to do this, we

seek a parametrization for LP>.

Let z: Cq x C"-q x X; (u, P')^ A(u{x) - z[x), /A*p,(u{2))). We remark that

(2.7) VM(2)6C„-, V^€Z    z(z'(X), i/(2), P') = (z'(X), u(2)).

This implies that the matrix

_(dx/Al>~>«\o,pi   0\
duAz',p'-y       # ,j
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is invertible as long as P' stays close to 0. When we take into account the

fact that the map z is holomorphic in u^x] we see from this that also the real

Jacobian is invertible at the origin, that is, d*z\o £ Gl2„(R). Therefore, after

shrinking Í1 and ¿T as much as necessary, we can find an open neighbourhood

of zero Q c C" x X such that the following holds true.

Remark 2.10. The map J:fi^QxX; (u, P') ■-> (z(u, P'),P') is a diffeo-
morphism. Its first component z is holomorphic in U(X) and satisfies the rela-

tions d*z\z,,P, 6G12„(R), z(z',P') = z', b\{1)z\z.tP. =0 and ^p)S(2)z|z-,p< =

0.
Our first goal is achieved: we can write LP< in parameters as follows.

LP, = {(z(u, P'),/An+X(u{x) - z'{x),/AP,(u{2)))) £ C"+X\(u, P') £ 0}.

It is not difficult to bend this surface away from X. In fact, we introduce the

smooth maps

H: Q -> C;     (u,P')~ /An+X(u(x) - z'{l), /A*P,(u{2))) - w'- i\u{2) - z{2)\2

and

H.nxl^C;     (z,P')r^Ho&-x(z,P')

and make the following

Definition 2.11.  LP. :={(z,w) £ C+X\w = w' + H(z,P')} .

From the construction, it is clear that ~LP> lies strictly below X, touching it

at the point P' only. In other words, (2.4) yields the following inequality:

V/"=(z',u)')eZ)     Vz=ziu,Pfeii,

(2.8)       Im{w' + H(z, P')}<<p(z, s' + ReH(z, P')) - x2\u{2) - z{2)\2■

The inequality is strict except when z = z'.

Remark 2.12. The function H(u, P') = H(z(u, P'), P') is holomorphic in

i/(i) and satisfies the identities H(z', P') = H(z', P') = 0, b\ H\z> tP< =

<k{1)H\z',P' = 0 and, for all q + 1 < j, k < n, ô|- H\Z^P> = 0, whatever

the point P' = (z', w') e X.

Proof. H inherits the holomorphy in w(1) from A. The first identity follows

directly from the definitions. The second one follows from (2.7) because

dûmH\z',P' =dzHdiï,2)z\z,,P,+dz-mHdiï{2)zri)\z.!P.
>-v-' *-V-'

+ o\,2)Hds^Z(2)\t>,P> = dz^Hy >P..
"-v-'

<i7>,

The fact that these gradients as well as the second derivatives in ï7(2) vanish

at the points (z', P') £ Q follows from our choice of the function s*(u^)),
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because thanks to (2.6) we have

dScß\*,P' = 9um(s* + i(p(z[x), l/(2), s*))\U{2)=:

= (l + i<Ps)dt{2)s* + i(p-Zm\z*,s' {2= 0,

%%',/" = dÍjT¡y + WH) , "(2) , S*))\z[i]

= ds.((i + i(ps)d„ks* + mk)\? ,s>

= (itpssd^.s* + itpSZj)düks* + (l + i(Ps)d£jl¡ks*

+ i<Pijz-k + i<PsikdûjS*\z<,s, (2= 0 .   D

Remarks 2.10 and 2.12 imply the existence of a map a: Q —> C„ such that

(2-9) V/")€«     Ñ{U' n = Í3(M' P')(Z("' P,) - Z'} + 0(l"(2> " Z('2)|3) •

From here it is easy to prove our Lemma 2.9, as we shall now see.

Definition 2.13. Let M > 0 be greater than all second derivatives of tp in

ft. We then put a(z, P') := ao&~l(z, P') and p(P, P') := 1 - itps(z, s) +

iM(s - s' - Re{ia(z, P')(z - z')}), for any P = (z, s), P' = (z', s') £ X.

We note that (2.9) implies

(2.10) Vp>&Vz=z{u,p>)ea   H(z, P') = ia(z - z') + 0(\u{2)-z{2)\3)

which will yield the first inequality in Lemma 2.9.
In fact, let us write a := a(z, P') and p := p(z, s, z', s') for brevity, and

put 5 := s' + Re{/a(z - z')} • Then we have

0 Im{p[w - w' - ia(z - z')]} = Imp(s - s) + tp(z, s) - tp(z, s)

Q> +<p(z,s)-tp(z,s' + ReH(z,P'))

0) +<p(z,s' + ReH(z, P')) - Im{w' + H(z, P')}

@ +ImH(z, P')-Im{ia(z-z')}.

We must show that this is strictly positive, except when P = P'. The

term 0 is <*0 by Taylor's theorem, and vanishes iff 5 = s. The term G> is

^2"IM(2) _ z(2)l2 by holoconvexity (2.8), and vanishes iff z = z'. Now since

s-(s' + ReH(z, P')) = 0(\u(2)- z'{2)\2) by (2.10) and dtp\o = 0 we see that

the absolute value of Q) is strictly smaller than \\u^) - z'n)\2 > unless it is zero.

This same is true for the term @, always provided we stay close to the origin.

Thus we see that Q) + O + (3)^0, and zero iff z = z'. The sum of all four

terms is positive and vanishes only when 5 = 5 and z = z', that is, precisely

when P = P'.
Finally, we use the fact that 2 is holomorphic in i/(1) to show the second

inequality in Lemma 2.9. Since a does not depend on s, we have for all I < j ,

k<n  LjCxk(P, P') = d-Zkaj\P,Pr and

"{(  0   \^) = düS = dza d¡¡z +dja   d^z

1       n~q =(0|*) invertible

=► dja = (0|*)(^z)-' ,

which is a matrix of rank < n - q .   O
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Examples (n = 2 and q = 1). 1. tp = \zx\2-\z2\2, (x, P')^ (x+z'x, z'2,w' +

2ix~z'x), /A*p,(y) = (z\, y, s' - 2Im{z2y} + z'|z'[|2 - i|y|2). In this case 3f is
the identity on fix! and H(z, P') = 2iz\(zx - z[) - 2iz2(z2 - z'f). The
inequality (2.8) reads as

-|z'i|2 - |z2|2 + 2Re{z1z'1} - \z2 - z2|2<|z,|2 - |z2|2 - \z2 - z'2\2.

2.  Let us also look at a simple nonrigid example.  If X is given by tp =

\zx + s\2, then the map

-, iV (V1+Jt, 4, .--Ji+£»)/A:C^xX->CJ;    (x

with R := Re(z', +s') defines holomorphic curves below the surface. One again

has z(u, P') = u and writing / := Im(z ', + s') we can put

H(z ,P')=- ^~ß_{zi -A)- i\z2 - z'f2

2(R + iI)(i-2R) 2
~-1+4^2-(zx-zx)-i\z2-z2\  .

It then follows

Im//-2ARe// = 2ARe(zi - z'x)-2IIm(zx - z[) - \z2 - z'ff2

=> ImH = -2|z', - 5'|2 + 2Re{(z'! + s')(zx + s' + Re//)} - |z2 - z'f2

=► \z\ + 5'|2 + Im//<|z, +s' + ReH\2 - \\z2 - z'2\2,

the latter being nothing else but the convexity inequality (2.8).

Lemma 2.9 gives in this case the smooth maps

a(z,P')= (^£i±|l,-(z2-z2))     and

p(P ,P') = l- 2/ Re{z, +s} + i(s -s'-ReH).

Third step: Application of the homotopy formula. We had seen that we could

assume / e CX(L, A"+1>"_3+1). With the help of Lemma 2.9, we are going to
show now that / is in fact cohomologous to a smooth form in the positive part

{o > 0} of the characteristic set.
Set a: ft x ft x R -» C„ ; (z, s, z', s', a) ■-► <tq(z , z', s'). By Theorem 1.4

we have the formula

(2 in        s«f = dz((-Vn-<,+x^'ipf) + (-y)n-q^>*(dzf)

+ 3iaâ'"f+(-l)n-q+x3t^f.

Since rank(Ljü¡) < n - q + 1 we can apply Theorem 1.5 and see that the error

term 3¿^'pf is zero.

In the following equation, instead of /0 tps(z, rs + (I - r)s') dx, let us write

the shorthand /J tps and define the pseudodifferential operator 1^ by

llfj(z,s):=(   i   e^fJ(z,s>)l + i*°[Zl>S'^ds>
J9- JoO 1 + i ¡0 <ps     Zn
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and, of course,

l\f(z,s):=     Y,     Zfj(z,s)dz-jAdzAdw.
\J\=n-q+l

In [T3], Trêves assumed the existence of maps a and p in Lemma 2.9 and

proved

Lemma 2.14. As e j 0, the integral Ja>oe~ea -^9f(z, s, o)do/2n converges to

J¡rff(z, s), and the operator \9+ is congruent to the identity (modulo regularizing

operators) in the positive part {a > 0} of the characteristic set of dz- Moreover,

the limit

. Ka^f(z,s) :=lim /    «?-<^''f(z, s, a)do/2n
Ei° Jo>0

exists in C°(l,An+x'"-q).

• Ka^dzf(z,s) := lim f    e-ealJÇ'9dxf(z, s, o)do/2n

exists in Ce°°(X, A"+,»"-ï+1).

. KaJ+f(z, 5) := lim f    e—*X£'f(z, s, o) do/2n

exists in C°°CL,A"+X'"-«+>).

A proof of this lemma can also be found in [P]. Grosso modo, it goes as

follows: In the first integral, we can apply Cauchy's theorem and deform the

contour of integration into the line {a¡(I + i J <ps)\o > 0}. Then we obtain,

modulo (-I)Cj'),

(    e-^^"fJ(z,s,o)'^-

=    [    [ eio[s-s'+!<p(z,s)-i<p(z,s')]-eo2 fAz ^ s,^} + i9s(z , ¡f))^-ds1

J.T Ja 2n

=    f    f   i<Tis-s')-e<ji/(l+ij?s)2f(z      ,   I + ltps(z , S') do

UJa ' l + ifVs     2n       '

which converges to I+fj(z, s) as e J. 0. The symbol of the operator 1^ is

= H(o)    (mod S'00(ft)).
s=s'

The operator 1^ is therefore congruent to the identity in the positive part

{a > 0} c T*(C" x Rs) (modulo regularizing operators).

In the next integral, which is of the form

lim /    e-e°2 [ ei"lw-W-iaiZ-z'))udfl^
<ao Ja>o Jtf 2n

one can deform the contour into the line {op\o > 0} and then use the expo-

nential decay coming from the first inequality in Lemma 2.9 in order to show

its convergence.

The other two integrals can be handled in a similar way.   The additional

regularity stems from the assumption that dzf is smooth in the first case and
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from the fact that the integration along the boundary dcf stays away from

the point (z, s) in the second case, because Lemma 2.9 then yields a strict

inequality Im{op[- ■ ■ ]} > ô > 0.

Conclusion. The homotopy formula allows us to write (cf. (2.11))

\+f(z,s) = dz((-l)"-q+xKa^f) + (-l)n~qKa^dzf

Thanks to our choice of the map a and using a change of contour induced by

p we just saw that the currents K^+5Z/ and Kd(f+f are smooth. Since 1+/

is congruent to the identity (modulo regularizing operators) in the positive part

{a > 0} of the characteristic set, we have WF(I^f- /) n {a > 0} = 0 . Letting

u := (-l)"~q+xK^f we have therefore shown that

WF(/ - dzu) n {o > 0} = WF(l£/ - dm) n {a > 0} = 0

^WF(f-dXu)C{o <0}.     D

Thus we have proven the last of four claims made in Theorem 2.7, namely

the implication X g-holoconcave up => V/?' < q dz(n - ^')-hypoelliptic+ . We

finish this section by indicating the modifications necessary to obtain the other

three claims.

Under the same hypothesis, X g-holoconcave up, we could have considered

a form / £ C'(X, An+X<q~x). However, in (2.11) the application of Theorem

1.5 became impossible unless we changed the construction of our Lemma 2.9.

If, in the second step, we hand changed the roles played by (z, s) and (z', s'),

we would have gotten the inequalities Im{//[--]}<0 and rank(L'a,) < n - q

in Lemma 2.9. Hence we could get rid of the error term in (2.11). In the third

step, we would need to integrate on the domain {o < 0} and define V_f,

K^_ , Kd(f- . In conclusion we obtain WF(/ - dzu) C {o > 0} , i.e. dz is

(q - 1 )-hypoelliptic~ .
Under the hypothesis of g-holoconcavity down however, the inequality (2.8)

changes the direction, provided we add rather than subtract the quadratic term

\\u{2) - z'{2)\2.   Starting with a current / £ 3>'(L, An+x'"~9+l) we have the

inequalities Im{//[-• ]}50 and rank(L,a,) < n-q+l in Lemma 2.9. In order

to conclude that dz is (n — q+ 1 )-hypoelliptic~ , we then integrate on [o < 0} .

If X is g-holoconcave down and / £ Qi'ÇL, An+I-9_1) we must change the

direction of the inequality (2.8) as well as exchange the roles played by (z, s)

and (z', s') respectively, in the second step of the proof. Lemma 2.9 then

yields Im{//[-•-]}>0 and rank(Lya,) < n - q , which leads to the conclusion

that dz is (q - l)-hypoelliptic+ .

3. The general case

3.1.    Definitions.    We go back now to the general setting of the preliminary

section 1.1.  Jt is again a differentiable manifold of dimension m + n carry-

ing a CR-structure, and we consider its fine embedding X = p(J?) c Cm , of

codimension d = m - n and tangent to the plane C" x R^ at the origin.

For convenience, we recall
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Definition 3.1. Let q £ Z. We call the operator dz q-hypoelliptic if every germ

of current v £ 2)'\%, Am<q) with dzv £ C°°(X, Am<q+X) is cohomologous to

the germ of a smooth form.

We again seek a sufficient condition for ^-hypoellipticity, for 0 < q < n.

But we are not going to microlocalize the problem as we did before in the

hypersurface case. This time the variable a shall vary in the whole fiber of the

characteristic set.
Let Sd_i c Rd C Cd be the unit cosphere.

Definition 3.2. X is called q-holoconvex, if there exist a complex cone contain-

ing Sd-i, W = {a £ Cd \ 0| | Imcr| < k\ Reo\, 0 < k < 1}, a holomorphic
map 3s:& -* Mn(C), positive homogeneous of degree zero, and a smooth

map /A: CJ x I x f1 -» C™ ; (0, P', o) r-, P', also holomorphic and positive

homogeneous of degree zero in a , such that the following four conditions are

satisfied:

(3.1) Va€Sd-t   3s(a) is a projection of rank q.

(3.2) VVV>    the map u \-> ¡A(3u, P', o) is holomorphic.

(3.3) V„6J,_,   ôuA|0,o,CTeGl„(C).

(3.4) VaV^V,    o[<p(A,Re/An+x-'m)-Im/A"+x>~>my{tj)u,p>,oPO.

NB: As before, we put A = /A1.". Inequality (3.4) is meant to be strict

unless 3°(o)u = 0. We also remark that this definition is compatible with

Definition 2.5, i.e., in codimension d = 1 X is /¡r-holoconvex iff it is both

holoconcave up and holoconcave down.

Example (n = d = 2). X = {(z,w) £ C4|Imu; = tp(z) = (|zi|2 - |z2|2,

wlm{ziz2})} is 1-holoconvex: for o £ Si, P' = (z', w') £ X, let 3(a) =

(¿ q) be the projection on the first component and let A(u, P', a) be defined

by the equations

A I        T>l        \        (   I   , ( I + 0\ - ÍOl\    > ( -l+Oi +
A(u,P ,o)={z +ui{x_ax+ia2)+u2{ 1 + ai +

and

AM<«.^.)-(«r + l*i«#fc.>(¡í;;E))

Then Ais holomorphic in ux, a and

f> ai (l+ox-io2    -I + oi + io2\     r, ,r,
duA\o,o,o = ( ! _ ffi + i0i     l+tJi + iai ) 6 G12(C).
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Moreover, we calculate

tp(A, Re/A3'4) - Im/A3'4((Ml ,0),P',o)

1 + fj] - Í02
tp    Z +UX ,1   1 - CTi + 102

-lm{w' + 2iux(z:\     -Z-2,)(\+ai:Í(J2)}
\ \iz'2    -iz\) \l - ox + io2 j J

|1 +Ox -Í02\2 - |1 -CTl +Í02\
= \ux i

|2
2Im{(l +ox + iaf)(I -ox + io2)}

This example can be generalized as follows.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose X = {(z, w) £ C"+<i|Imw; = <p(z, Rew)} and for all

o £ Sd_x the matrix dd(a-tp)\o = Y¿k=\ ak((Pj.z)\<i,j<n has exactly q positive

eigenvalues 0 < Àx(a) < ■ ■ ■ < Xq(a). Then X is q-holoconvex.

Let us remark that in the preceding example we had kx(a) = I for all a,

because the matrix

ôo(ff-ç»)|o = ffJ0   _ j J + 0-2 T f-    qM

had eigenvalues 1 and -1 for any o £ Sx.

Proof of the proposition. After a holomorphic coordinate change in the lu-

variables, we can assume that, for all I <l <d, (p¡ is a hermitian quadratic
form modulo 0(|z|3 +15|3). In fact, since w = s + itp(z, s), tp real, tp(0) = 0-,

and dtp(Q) = 0 we can take

n     d ■      n d

™r-=wl-YlYla(j)kz}wk-l2  E dZjZk<p\oZjZk- ]T bfkWjWk.
y'=l k=\ j,k=l j,k=\

Provided the coefficients ay , b¡k £ C are well chosen we obtain

S= Rew =5 + 0(|z|2-r-|5|2),

tp(z,s)= Imw =    ^2    CjkZfZk + 0(\z\3 + |sf),        cjk = ckj.
\<j,k<n

The next thing to do is to choose a circle in the complex plane containing all

the values Ay(rj), for j = 1,..., q, a £ Sd_x and not touching the imaginary

axis, and to put
^/ n        1    / dz
3(a) := —- 6-=-.

K '      2inf zIn-dd(a-tp)\o

Let Vx(a) c C" be the eigenspace of the matrix dd(a • tp)\o associated to the

eigenvalue Xj(a). Then dd(a • tp)\o is positive definite on V+ := ©^, F¿>((7).

We have dimc V+ = q. 3(a) is the orthogonal projection of C" onto V+ .

Now let u £ C" , P' £ X, a £ Sd_x. We put

Dztp\pi := (1 - i<ps\z>,s')~l(dztp\zliSi) £ Md<n(C)
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and define

/A(u, P', a) := (z' + u, w' + 2iDztp\P>u).

For all a , <9uA|o,o,<7 is the identity matrix. In order to show that A satisfies

the property (3.4) we need to estimate the number

o[tp(A, Re/An+X>->m) - Im/An+x'-'m(3(o)u,P', a)]

= a[tp(z' +3u, s' -2lm{Dxtp\P,3u})

- tp(z', s') - 2 Re{Dztp\pi3u}].

The term in the brackets vanishes to first order and we choose coordinates

so that the quadratic term in the development of tp has no harmonic term. It

follows that our previous expression is

• • • = a[u*3*(a)ddtp\o3(a)u + 0(\3 (a)u\2 (\3 (a)u\ + \z'\ + \s'\))]

which is positive for small z', s' and small 3(a)u f- 0, since dd(a • tp)\o is

a positive definite quadratic form on the image of 3(a).   D

3.2.   The theorem.

Theorem 3.4. Let X be a submanifold of arbitrary codimension in Cm.IfL is

q-holoconvex then the operator dz is q'-hypoelliptic and (n-q')-hypoellipticfor

all q' <q.

Example (n = d = 4). Let a, c £ R and b, d £ C be nonzero numbers.

Then the system

Li=dz¡- iazxds¡ -bz2dS2,

L2 = dj2 + iaz2dSl +bzxdS2,

L3 = ¿%3 - icz3dSi - dz3dSA,

L4 = <9z4 + icz4dSj + dztfst

is g-hypoelliptic for q = 0, 1,3,4. In fact, by Proposition 3.3, the manifold

X defined by tp(z) = (a\zx\2 -a\z2\2, 2lm b~zxz2, c\z->,\2 -c\z^\2, 2Im d'zizf)
is 2-holoconvex.

Corollary 3.5. Suppose X is a l-holoconvex submanifold of arbitrary codimen-

sion in Cm , and u is a distribution on X. Then u is smooth if and only if dzu

is smooth.

Example (n = d = 2). Assume u(z, s) is a distribution on C2 x R2 such that

dz-lu-2izx\zx\2ds¡u- z2dS2u

and

dZlu + 2iz2\z2\2dSiu + zxdS2u

are both smooth. Then the corollary says that u is a smooth function.

In fact, the two vector fields define the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator

on the manifold

X= {(z,w) £C4\Imw = <p(z) = (|z,|4-|z2|4, 2Imz,z2)}

which is l-holoconvex: take the projection

cp(a) .= ( 1 + *i - i°2    0\
^{a) - { 1 - ax + ia2   Oj
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and define

A(u,P',a):=(z' + u,w' + 2i[2^f   ~^f)u).

The conditions (3.1)—(3.4) are satisfied: 9uA|o,o,ct is the identity matrix for

all a £ Si and letting (*') := 3u and z'jXj = \z'jX¡\eie' we have

tp(A, Re/A3'4) - Im /A3-\3u, P', a)

_ (\2z\xx + x2|2 + 2Re{z'2x2}- |2z2jc2+ x2|2 - 2Re{z22je2}'

\ 2Im{J1x2}

,    ,2f(2 + 2ax)a-(2-2ax)b
\ux\

4<72

with a = 2\z\\2 + (\xx\ + 2\z[\cos6x)2 and b = 2\z'2\2 + (\x2\ + 2\z'2\cosd2)2
nonnegative and small. Then it follows that

a[tp(z' + 3u) - Im/A^\3u, P', a)]

= 4\ux\2 ((a + b)a2 + °-^-ax + 1 - a,2) >0,

with equality only for ux = 0 or a = b = 1 - a2 = 0, that is, for 3u = 0.

3.3. Proof. We assume X = {(z, w) £ C" x Cd\ Imw £ tp(z, Rew), z £ Q,

Re 10 £ 3~] is g-holoconvex and / is a current of bidegree (m, n-q+l) such

that dzf is smooth. Exactly as in the first step of §2.5, general distribution

theory allows us to assume without restriction that

/=     Y,     fj(z,s)d^jAdzAdw£Cx(JL,Am'n-q+x).

\J\=n-q+\

We show now that / is cohomologous to a smooth form.

Lemma 3.6. There are smooth maps a: ftzs x ftz^si x % —» Mdn(C)  and

p: ft x ft x f -» Md(C) such that for all points P, P' £ X and for all a £ W
one has a real => Re p = Id and

(3.5) a real => lm{ap[w - w' - ia(z - z')]}>0,

(3.6) rank(L7(fja)/)i<i>7<„ <n-q.

Moreover,  a and p can be chosen holomorphic and positive homogeneous of

degree zero in a .

Proof. According to Definition 3.2, we have at our disposal projections 3(a)

and a map /A = (A, /An+X.m). Let us put & = In -3 . For all a £ Sd_x we

have C = Image3(a) © Imageáí(a). Momentarily, we introduce two more

abbreviations, namely

A|ff:=ö„A|o,o,„     and    <f>(u, P', a) := tp(z' + A\aS(u - z'), s').

Here we assume again, as always, that P' = (z', w') = (z', 5' + itp(z', s')) £

X. 0 is invariant under the projection tf, that is, Vu,p'.<j <p(Su, P', a) =

(p(u,P',a).
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We copy as closely as possible the construction in the proof of Lemma 2.9

and define manifolds /A* c X transversal to /A as follows. Let

s*(u, P', a) := s' - 2Re{(l + itps)~xi(f>ü\z<,p>,o(ü--z')}

(31) ít(ü-z')tSH^W(ü--z'

+ 2Re :

V(i7-z')'^//(</W(I7-z')

where the matrices H^(P', a) £ M„(C), I < I < d, will be defined later.
Then we define

X 9 /A*(u,P',a) := (z' + A\a@(u - z'), s* + itp(z' + A\aS(u - z'), s*)).

Note that s* and /A* are independent of 3u. In the preceding section there

was no dependence of a, and A\a(S(u - z') was simply equal to u<2) - z',2,.

There, it was absolutely no problem to pick a direction transversal to all support-

ing manifolds /AP>. This is the reason why, in the hypersurface case, we only

needed to define /A((i/(1), 0), P'), not /A(u, P'). In our present circumstances

however, this would be insufficient, because for topological reasons it is in gen-

eral not possible to define the transversal directions of 9U(1)A|o,o,<r e Mn¡q(C)

depending continuously on a £ Sd_x.

We observe that /A*(z', P', a) = P'.

Definition 3.7. Let z(u, P', a) := A(3(u - z'), /A*(u ,P',a),a).We intro-

duce a smooth map Z as follows: Z: C" xlxf -» C" xlx?; (u, P', a) i->

(z(u,P',a),P',a).

Immediately we should remark that

(3.8)  \/UjP',0    z(z'+é'(u-z'),P',o) = A*(u,P',o) = z'+A\a&(u-z').

We now apply the chainrule and (3.2) to calculate the complex Jacobian matrix

duz\Z',/>-,a = duA\o,p>,CT -3 + A\a •& « 9„A|o,o,ct • Thanks to hypothesis (3.3),
this proves the first claim of the following remark.

Remark 3.8. For all P' £ X sufficiently close to the origin, and for a £ Sd_x ,

duz\z',P',u is invertible, ^-z|Z',/»,CT = 0 and d£-z\z>tP>i(J = 0. Moreover,

z is holomorphic on the image of the projection 3 (i.e., the map u >-*

z(3(a)u, P', a) is holomorphic for any fixed P', a) and positive homoge-

neous of degree zero in a .

Proof.

^|z',/",rj = dûA\o,pi,a • 3 + dP,A\oyP,¡adu/A*\Z'yP,,g

(3=2)0 =(/2»|0)

= dû(A\a€u)\zl,a = Q.

The second antiholomorphic derivatives of z vanish in the directions of the
image of the projection tS, because of (3.8). But they are also zero in 3>

directions, because /A*(3u, P', a) = /A*(0, P', a) is independent of u and

by (3.2) the map u h» z(3u, P', a) = A(3(u - z'), /A*(3u, P', a), a) is
holomorphic.    O
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The remark implies that the real Jacobian d*z is invertible at points

(z', P', a). We can therefore choose the neighbourhoods of zero Q g C",

JgR1, the open set ficC"xZx? containing 0x0x5¿_, and the number

0 < K < 1 small enough so that Jiíí-tQxíx? is a diffeomorphism.

Definition 3.9. To each (u, P', a) £ Q, we associate a vector in Cd ,

H(u, P', a) := /An+x-'m(3(u-z'),/A*(u, P', a), a)

- w' - i\cf(u - z')\2 'a /Va-'a.

This map is smooth and in a it is holomorphic and positive homogeneous of

degree zero.

Remark 3.10. For all points (z', P', a) £ Q with P' = (z', w') we have

H(z',P',a) = 0, ^|z',/",CT = 0 and d^H^ ,P. ,a = 0. Moreover, H is

holomorphic in 3u.

Proof. The first equality follows directly from the definitions. For the second
we calculate

dûH\z,tP,,a= du-/An+x>^o,p>,a-3 + dP,/An+x>^o,P',a-dû-/^\z',P>,c!
"-v-'      v-v-'

<«>„ (0|/¿)

= dû/A*n+x--m = dü(s* + i<p(z' + A\a<g(u- z'), s*))\z.,y,a

= (l + itps(z' + A\a&(u - z'), s*))dj¡s* + i(fa(u, z', s*, o)\2> ,P>,a

= 0 € Md „(C),      thanks to our choice of s*.

For 1 < ; , k < n we get

deßkH\z< ,p> ,a = duf(l + itps)dnks* + i<pük)\z-,P>,a

= (l + i<Ps)dÍjJ¡ks*\zl>P.ia+JP¡k(P',a),

where we chose the calligraphic letter %f to denote a quite horrible tensor

taking values in Lin2(C" ,Cd). Fortunately, we do not need to calculate it. It

suffices to observe that ft? is invariant by &, that is, Vi<i<d %*1 = SHl@.

Therefore we can choose, in (3.7),

,t^=

d2- s* =

£HW0)jk\

XSH^S)jkl

equally monstrous to assure that the sum (3.9) disappears.   D

Remark 3.10 implies the existence of a smooth map h: Í2 —> Md,„((C),

holomorphic in 3u, such that

H = h(u-z') + 0(\S(u -z')\3).

Similarly, Remark 3.8 allows us to find a smooth map A: Q -> G1„(C), holo-
morphic in 3u, with

z-z' = A(u- z') + 0(\@(u - z')|3).
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We now put ia:= h • A  ' : Q —► AF¿ „ (C) and obtain

(3.10)   H(u,P',o) = ia(u,P',a)- (z(u, P', a) - z') + 0(\@(a)(u - z')|3).

Definition 3.11. We introduce the smooth maps

H: Q x X x f - Cd ;     (z, P', a) » H o S~x (z, P', a),

a:fíxIx?^M¿i„(C);     (z, P', a) k+ âoS~x(z, P', a).

With S, a is holomorphic and positive homogeneous of degree zero in a .

The condition (3.6) follows now from the fact that S is holomorphic in 3u.

Indeed, since

\ad,

does not depend on 5, we have for all I < I <d, 1 < i, j < n , Lju\(P, P') =

dj £*(!/>,/>' and the holomorphy of the map u h-> âl(3u, P', a) yields

0 = djjS1-3 = dza%z3+djal   dfz   3

=0 invertible

^(LJ(oa)l)d»z3(o) = 0
-v-'

rank q

=> rank(Lj(oa)i) < n - q.

The reader might wonder what happened to our main hypothesis (3.4). So far

it has not been used. Let z = z(u, P', a). If we put P" := /A*(u, P', a),

then we can write z = A(3(u - z'), P", a) and (3.4) yields the inequality

0<a[tp(z,Re/An+x'-'m)-Im/An+x'-(3(u- z'),P",a)]

Def.3.9
O tp(z,s' + Re//) - Im// - tp(z', s') - \<S(u - z')\f — ,

\a).

where H stands for H(z, P', a) and (a) for \/a -'a . We conclude that for

(a) = 1 we have a[tp(z, s' + Re//) - tp(z', s') - Im//] > \ê(u - z')\2, with

strict inequality unless 3(u - z') = 0. But then of course we obtain

(3.11) o[<p(z, s' + Re//) - tp(z', 5') - ImHf>\\S(u - z')\2,

where now the inequality is strict unless u = z'.

Definition 3.12. Let M > 0 be a number greater than all second derivatives

of tp in ft. We then define a map p: ft x ft x g7 -> Md(Q) by letting

p(z,s, z',s', a) := p(P, P', a) := Id - i<ps\z,s - iM('a/(a))'(s - s), where

5 := 5' + Re{/a(z, z', s', a) • (z - z')} .

For a £ Rd, the real part of p is the identity matrix. It remains to show

property (3.5). Let a be real, \a\ = 1. In the following we simply write a, p ,

and H for a(z, z', s', a), p(z, s, z', s', a) and H(z, P', a), respectively

and show that

0 Im{ap[w -w'- ia(z - z')]} = a Imp(s - s) + a(tp(z, s) - tp(z, s))

C2> + a(tp(z, s) - tp(z, s' + ReH))

® +a(tp(z,s'+ ReH)-Im{w'+ H})

0) +crIm//-(Tlm{/a(z-z')}
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is strictly positive, except when P = P'. The term 0 is >0 by Taylor's theorem,

and vanishes iff s = s . By (3.10), H = ia(z - z') + 0(\€(u - z')|3), hence the

absolute value of (2) plus @) is an 0(\tf(u - z')|3)- On the other hand, the

holoconvexity gave us (3.11), i.e., the term ® is >)fß(u - z')|2. Thus we see

that (2) + O + ®<~0, and zero iff z = z'. The sum of all four terms is positive

and vanishes only when 5 = 5 and z = z', that is precisely when P = P'.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6.    D

The last step in the proof of Theorem 3.4 is almost identical to the end of

the proof of Theorem 2.7. We apply the homotopy formula to our C'-form /

for the map

a:ft xft xW ^Cn;     (z, s, z', s', a) <-* a • a(z, z', s', a).

Thanks to Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 we obtain the equation

(3 12) S'f = dz((-ir-«+lX¿-'fi + (-l)"-<X¿''(dzf)

+ (-i)n-q+l^dyf.

Again adopting the shorthand J0 <ps instead of ¡Q tps(z, xs + (1 - x)s')dx,

which now is a d x d matrix, we define the pseudodifferential operator F by

F/,(z,5):=/   / e^Uz, s') ̂  *$> '/» ^ ds>
Jsrhd det(l + i\tps)    (2n)d

and, of course,

Vf(z,s):=     J2    ^fj(z,s)dz;AdzAdw.
\J\=n-q+\

Lemma 3.13. As e | 0, the integral

[      e-^2^f(z,s,a)-^-

converges to Vf(z, s), and the operator V is congruent to the identity modulo

regularizing operators. Moreover, the limit

. Kyf(z, 5) := lim /      e-*a?XS>'f(z,s, a)da/(2n)d

exists in C°(l,Am'n-q).

. lfy'dxf(z,s) := lim /      e-^^^dzRz, s, a)da/(2n)d
£i0 Ja€Rd

exists in C°°(X, Am>"-q+x).

iaJf(z,s) := lim /     e-^3tda/f(z, s, a)do/(2n)KaJf(z,s) := lim /      e'^3tf^f(z, s, a)da/(2n)d
'a&Rd

exists in C°°ÇL,Am-n-q+x).

The proof of this lemma can be found in [P]. It is almost identical to the

proof of Lemma 2.14. However, here we integrate over the whole space Rd

and not only over conic subsets, because otherwise in the process of changing

the contour from {o} to [a • (I + i¡ tps)~x) or {op} respectively, we would
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obtain contributions from the boundaries about which our crucial Lemma 3.6
does not give any information.

Conclusion. The homotopy formula allows us to write (cf. (3.12))

Pf(z, 5) = dz((-l)"-q+lK'*f) + (-l)"-q^dzf

+ (-!)»-<>+%'/f.
Thanks to our choice of the map a and using a change of the domain of inte-

gration induced by p we obtained Lemma 3.13 stating that the currents K^dzf

and KdCff are smooth. Since Vf is congruent to the identity (modulo regu-

larizing operators) we have WF(F/- /) = 0. Letting u := (-l)n-q+xK^"'f

we have therefore shown that

WF(/ - dzu) = WF(IV - dzu) = 0

•«• / is cohomologous to a smooth form.

Thus we have proven that on a <?-holoconvex manifold X of arbitrary codi-

mension the operator dz is (n-q + l)-hypoelliptic. In order to get the conclu-

sion that dz is (q - 1 )-hypoelliptic we need to replace L¡ by L'¡ in inequality

(3.6) so that in (3.12) no error term will show up. This can be done by inter-

changing the roles played by (z, s) and (z', s') in the proof of Lemma 3.6.

Of course we do not want to invert the direction of inequality (3.5) because

that would spoil completely the convergence needed in Lemma 3.13. But us-

ing /A(u, P', -a) instead of /A in Definition 3.9 we can invert the crucial

inequality (3.11) so that then (3.5) remains unchanged.

Finally, observing that the hypothesis of g-holoconvexity gets stronger as q

increases, we see that indeed we have shown the ^'-hypoellipticity and (n - q')-

hypoellipticity for all integers q' < q .   D
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